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SF Chapter(Projects) Asha <sf.projects@ashanet.org>

Fwd: Queries on Pneuma proposal

Shishira Nagesh <shishira.nagesh@gmail.com> Fri, May 2, 2014 at 7:13 PM
To: Asha-SF Projects <sf.projects@ashanet.org>

Hi Namita,

Please see Pneuma's response to our questions from last Saturday. I am traveling this coming week and will try to
review in further detail and make a recommendation next week. Let me know if we need to review this sooner.

Shishira

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: pneuma <pneumatrust@gmail.com>
Date: Friday, May 2, 2014
Subject: Queries on Pneuma proposal
To: Shishira Nagesh <shishira.nagesh@gmail.com>
Cc: pneumatrust@gmail.com

Dear sir:

Greetings from PNEUMA

 

Pls find the explanations for the queries,

 

1.Education

The Rs.50,000 includes, Uniforms, Note Books, Workbooks and guides, School Bags, Chapels, Uniforms, Stationary,
School fees and Exam fees.

2.Auto Rickshaw.

!         We have planned to buy a New Auto rickshaw.

!         Two of our Staffs (Watchman and Teacher) are having their  Driving license any one of them will drive
alternatively.

 

Uses of Auto rickshaw

 

!         Pneuma do not have a vehicle for Transportation.
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!         There are 8 children below 10 years the school is so far for their travel. To take the children from Pneuma home
to school, we are in need of an auto Rickshaw.

!         We need a vehicle in an emergency situation eg; to take a child to the hospital in an odd time.

!         To bring food to the Pneuma Home in special occasions.

!         To purchase of Grocery from the Market, to carry Rice bags etc.

!         There are children with special needs. These children undergo difficulty in travelling for eg; to go to school,
when taking them to competitions, etc.

!         The Auto Rickshaw will used for multipurpose tasks.

 

3.Food

On the whole the overall increase in the Price of the food product eg ;in the year 2013 the price of the Milk was Rs.
15.00  now it is Rs.20.00,Rice was Rs.29.00 now it is Rs.41.00.Likewise the price vegetable, oils have also increased.

So to meet out the increase in the overall budget we have requested for the increased amount.

4.Ro Water Plant.

Uses

!         The Ro water will be used by the children, this to assure that the children are drinking clean portable water.

 

!         The Corporation is providing water due to the scarcity of water and sometimes the water gets polluted over the
pipe lines, the water is not in a condition to drink. So we have planned to have a Ro water plant with our bore well
water. We have approached the dealers for further service and Maintenance.

 

Thank You  for your concerned and please do ask for any other clarifications.

 

Paulin

 


